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the monthly mean wind stress is southward and has a larger value at
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Linear correlation analysis was performed on the sea level data

and on the alongshore component of wind stress for the entire time

period and seasonally. Authcorrelations and crosscorrelations were

computed for the adjusted sea levels and wind stress. This analysis

shows that the sea level and wind stress fluctuations among these

seven locations are coherent. These show that the correlation is

a function of location and that it has a seasonal variation. It also

appears that by examining plots of correlation coefficients and of

sea level slopes, that the region may be divided into two major

regimes.. This separation might be interpreted as the locale where

the West Wind Drift impinges on the coast.
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A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SEA LEVEL
AND WIND STRESS AT SEVEN LOCATIONS ON

.THE WEST COAST OF NORTH AMERICA

INTRODUCTION

This study describes sea level and wind stress data for seven

locations between San Francisco and Vancouver Island from August

1973 to September 1975 The purpose is to determine the linear

relationship between sea levels at the various locations and between

sea level and the alongshore (north) component of wind stress, and

whether these relationships vary with location and time. Linear

correlation analysis and lagged crosscorrelations are used to

determine the degree of interrelationship between sea level, and

wind stress, along the coast.
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showing station locations. A A shows
the seven locations included in this study.
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eneral Description of the Region

Figure 1 is a chart depicting the seven locations discussed in

this study.

The annual and semi-annual oscillations are among the strongest

signals observed in the oceanographic regime of the northeast Pacific

Ocean (La Fond, 1939, Pattullo et al , 1955, Marthaler, 1976) The

oceanography is largely determined by the large scale wind patterns.

The atmospheric circulation over the northeast Pacific Ocean changes

seasonally (Smith, 1968). The North Pacific High causes northerly

and northwesterly winds during summer; they are strongest off Oregon

during July and August. In fall and winter the high is weaker and

farther south; winds near the Oregon coast are predominately

westerly or southwesterly (Huyer, 1971). Nelson (1976 a', b) states

that off southern California an alongshore equatorward component of

wind stress is present throughout the year. The distributions north

of Cape Mendocino are characterized by marked changes in direction

and magnitude between swrriier and winter. The predominant wind stress

maximum shifts northward apparently from off Point Conception (35°N)

in March to south of Cape Blanco (43°N) in September, and this area

extends approximately 500 km in the offshore direction and 1000 km in

the alonyshore direction. Maximum values of surface wind stress

occur during July near Cape Mendocino (40°N).

Several oceanic parameters have been shown to be connected with

the annual climatological pattern off Oregon: seasonal changes have

been shown to occur in sea level (Saur, 1962; Brunson, 1973; Reid
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and Mantyla, 1976), sea water.temperature (Fisher, 1970), alongshore

current (Huyer, et al., 1975 a and b), current regime (Huyer, 1971;

Uuyer and Pattullo, 1972), the near-shore density field (Huyer,

1977), and coastal upwellirig (Smith et al., 1966; Smith, 1974).

This seasonal change in the wind and the resultant change in

the wind stress, causes corresponding changes in the alongshore

surface currents. Due to the northerly winds during the spring and

summer, equatorward alongshore currents are present. In the fall and

winter, with southerly winds, the surface alongshore currents

become poleward. Geostrophic balance requires an upward slope of

the sea surface toward the coast (sea level rise) during the pole-

ward flow and a downward slope (sea level lowering) during the

equatorward flow (Sturges, 1974; Reid and Mantyla, 1976).

The California Current is the southward flowing current along

the west coast of the United States Nelson (1976b) describes the

California Current as one branch of the large anticyclonic gyre of

the North Pacific Ocean. The northern boundary of this current is

loosely defined by the region of difluence in the West Wind Drift

where it impinges on the coast. This position varies seasonally

between 40°N latitude in the winter to approximately 5014 latitude

in the summer (Nelson, 1976b; Favorite et al., 1976).

The California Current flows to the south as the main coastal

flow during the summer; in winter this current is displaced offshore,

and the Davidson Current flows north along the coast north of Point
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Conception (Sturges, 1974; Nelson, 1976b). South of Point

Conception, the surface poleward flow is known as the California

Countercurrent.

The predominant surface flow occurs between a cell of high

atmospheric pressure over the North Pacific Ocean and a continental

thermal low situated over California. Seasonal variations in the

direction and intensity of the surface winth and the underlying

ocean circulation are related to shifts in the location of the high

pressure system and intensification of the semi-permanent thermal

low (Nelson, 1976b).

Table 1 presents the positions of the seven stations shown in

Figure 1, and the approximate distance between neighboring

stations.



TABLE 1. STATION LOCATIONS

Distance
Station Latitude (N) Longitude (W) Between

Tofino, B. C. 49°09' 12&°55'
87

Neah Bay, Wash. 48°22' 124°37'
185

Toke Point, Wash, 46°42' 123°58'
(Willapa Bay) 230

Southbeach, Ore. 4438' 1240031

(Newport) 143

Charleston, Ore. 43°21' 124°19'

(Coos Bay Entrance) . 178

Crescent City, Calif. 4P45 124°12'
439

San Francisco, Calif. 37°48' 122°28'
(Golden Gate)

Total Distance: 1262 km

Charleston is approximately midways being about 645 km from Tofino,
and 617 km from San Francisco.
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Review of Earlier Studies

Studies of the effect of local weather on the variation of sea

level have been carried out for years, and they are far too numerous

to all be listed here.

Pattullo et al. (1955) noted that in most regions the oscilla-

tions are largely annual in character, with low sea level in each

hemisphere during the spring and with high sea level during the

fall. They also concluded that most of the deviation from mean sea

level results from density changes in the ocean.

Lisitzin and Pattullo (1961) have shown that in the lower lati-

tudes in the Pacific Ocean the steric term is predominant in the

seasonal variation of sea level, while in higher latitudes variation

in atmospheric pressure is dominant. The latitude band 'of 400 - 45°N

approximately marks the boundary between the two zones. Shaw and

Dorm (1964) also make the same statement about effects controlling

sea level in their study at Iceland and Bermuda.

Saur (1962), on the basis of monthly.mean data, showed that the

seasonal variability of sea level was greater with increasing lati-

tude, correlating well with similar variations in atmospheric

pressure. Also, the maximum variability took place during the

winter months, and that north of 35°N the highest sea level was

recorded in the winter, the lowest in summer.

Roden (1960) from analysis of the spectra of monthly sea level

anomalies, concluded that there was a good coherence between the
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anomalies of sea level and atmospheric pressure at almost all

frequencies. This induated a fast response between these two

variables He also found some coherence between the anomalies

of sea level and the south component of the geostrophc wind. Roden

(1965) found that the nonseasonal pressure oscillations along the

Pacific coast are coherent over distances of 1200 to 1500 km At

temperate and high latitudes there is goodcOherence between

nonperiodic sea level and atmospheric pressure oscillations (Roden,

1966). Roden (1966) states that the elimination of the atmospheric

pressure effect decreases the total energy contained in the spectrum.

This decrease is more pronounced in high than in low latitudes owing

to the greater variability of atmospheric pressure in the former

region.

According to the hydrostati.c hypothesis, the sea responds like

an inverted barometer, i.e. a 1-mb increase in atmospheric pressure

decreases sea level by 1 cm in phase (Mooers and Smith, 1968; Ma,

1970; Huyer et al., 1975b).

Hamon and Hannan (1963) showed that there is a statistically H

significant relation between sea level and the northward component

of wind stress. Panshin (1967) established a relationship between

sea level adjusted for the 'inverse barometer effect' and the

components of wind stress. He found sea level and wind stress to be

significantly correlated

Miyata and Groves (1971) write that where it has been found that

the correlation between weather and sea level is definitely



established, it is usually not sufficient to explain all of the sea-

level variation. The residual sea-level variation which remains

after one removes that correlated linearly with local weather vari-

ables has been ascribed to non-weather phenomena, nonlinear weather

response, and to the effects of weather at a distance.

Brunson and Elliot (1974) found that in the region close to

shore, the combined effects of steric and atmospheric pressure

caused departures do not fully account for the observed variation of

sea level. They conclude that wind stress variations are likely to

be the most important cause. However, Huyer (1977) states that in

regions of shallow water, estimates of steric height depend strongly

on the method of extrapolating isopycnals inshore from the inter-

section between the reference surface and ocean bottom (Reid and

Mantyla, 1976). She states that Brunson and Elliot (1974) had

concluded that changes in steric height accounted for only 30% of

the observed seasonal change in sea level at Newport, Oregon; they

implicitly assumed that surfaces of steric height were level under

the sea floor. Reid and Mantyla (1976) on the other hand, extrap-

olating the slopes of steric height surfaces into the continental

slope and shelf, showed that steric height changes can account for

the entire seasonal variation in sea level measured by the tide

gauge at Newport.

Panshin (1967) showed that the highest correlation for sea level

of a given day was with the north component of wind stress summed

over the given day and the three days preceeding. Over the
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continental shelf the.predominant winds are northeastward from late

fall to early spring, becoming southward from late spring to summer

(Huyer et al., 1975a). Bakun (1973) has shown that the winds become

favorable for upwelling in April, the month in which the observed

alongshore velocity shear develops. Swanson (1965) observed that for

a given wind stress, sea level is highest at Newport in the presence

of winds from the southwest. For the same given wind stress, sea

level is lowest in the presence of winds from the northeast. Brunson

and Elliot (1974) found that mean sea level, which also varies sea-

sonally, was highest in winter and lowest in spring. This agrees

well with the wind stress component. Huyer et al. (l975a) further

state that these same months of highest and lowest mean sea level at

the coast correspond to the periods of strongest northward and south-

ward flow respectively. This is consistent with the geostrophic

assumption.

Flamon (1966), for the Australian shelf, concluded that it

seemed unlikely that the setup due to onshore wind stress would

exceed a few millimeters. Mocers and Smith (1968) likewise decided

that because the Oregon shelf is narrower and the onshore wind

weaker, the expected setup is even less and is undetectable.

In summer northerly coastal winds which produce upwelling by

driving the surface waters away from the coast would produce a lower

sea level near shore. The hypothesis is that changes in the latitude

of an alongshore flow regime require sea level to slope along the
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coast (Sturges, 1967 and 1974; Brunson and Elliot, 1974; Reid and

Mantyla, 1976).

Hickey (1975) has done regression analysis on sea level in the

equatorial Pacific, and concluded that seasonal sea level in the

coastal upwelling region depends on the magnitude of the meridional

component of the southeast trades.
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DESCRIPTION OF DATA

Hourly tide gauge data for Charleston and Southbeach (Newport),

Oregon. and Toke Point, Washington, were available at Oregon State

University. The Marine Environmental Data Service, Ottawa, Canada,

supplied the hourly data for Tofino, British Columbia. The hourly

tide data for Neah Bay, Washington, and Crescent City and San

Francisco, California, were supplied by the National Ocean Survey,

NOAA, Oceanographic Division, Rockville, Maryland.

The sea level data, for each of the seven locations, initially

consisted of hourly readings from July 30, 1973 to September 10,

1975. After the data was card punched, the sea level was first

checked for errors and missing data. Any missing data was filled in

by a simple curve fitting. Fortunately, considering the:initial

total number of points concerned, relatively few points had to be so

corrected.

The sea level data was then filtered using a low pass filtering

algorithm based on a paper by Godin (1966). This filter applies a

24 hour box car twice and a 25 hour box car once to the hourly data.

The first output point is 36 hours later than the first input point.

The output points are 6 hours apart. In the low pass series,

signals with frequencies higher than about 0.5 cycles per day

(periods shorter than 2 days) are suppressed to less than 50% of

their original amplitude. This filter cuts off quite specifically

the tidal oscillations whose frequencies are integral multiples of

one cycle per solar day and one cycle per lunar day (Godin, 1972).
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After the filtering process, there were now 3080 six-hourly sea

level readings for each of the seven locations. The period for

these sets of data was August 1, 1973, to September 9, 19Th, over

two years in length. A two year mean was computed for each station,

for the time August 1, 1973, to July 31, 1975, and subtracted from

the filtered data.

The filtered sea level was then adjusted for the 'inverse

barometer effect' by adding the atmospheric pressure data in phase.

The atmospheric pressure data has not been filtered. The atmo-

spheric pressure has had 1000 mb subtracted out. The sea level is

now called the adjusted sea level.

Figure 2 shows plots of the adjusted sea level for the seven

locations. These plots depict that sea level is higher in the

winter than in the summer, especially at the northern stations.

Another obvious feature of these plots is that there are ulucutations

with periods of several days, and these fluctuations have a larger

amplitude in winter than in summer.

Mr. Andrew Bakun, of NOAA/NMFS in Monterey, California, supplied

the six hourly atmospheric pressure and wthd stress date for the

seven locations for the period under study. This data, computed for

the latitude and longitude of the seven locations, was computed as

explained in Bakun (1973 and 1975).

Figure 3 shows plots of the alongshore wind stress at the seven

locations. These plots depict a seasonal cycle in the wind stress,

stronger in the winter than in summer, except for the southern
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stations where the seasons are more similar. Fluctuations with

periods of several days are also present.

These wind stress values are not totally independent due to the

way they were computed. The pressure field has been temporally and

spatially smoothed.
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SEASONAL VARIATION OF SEA LEVEL

Seasonal Cycles at Each Location

From Figure 2, a seasonal cycle can be observed. The sea level

is higher during the winter months than during the summer months.

This is more apparent for the northern stations, than it is for the

two southern locations, Crescent City and San. Francisco. Figure.3

indicates that the wind stress was not different in the fall and

winter o.f 1973-4 than during 1974-5 to account for the higher sea

level in the earlier period.

The plots of the monthly means of sea level at each location,

Figure 4, do not, however, show a strong seasonal cycle at all the

northern locations. Neah Bay, Toke Point, Southbeach, and Charleston

have quite readily recognizable seasonal cycles, though not of the

same strength both years. Seasonal cycles at Tofino are not appar-

ent, and they appear not to exist at Crescent City and San

Francisco either.

Table 2a lists the monthly mean values. From this table itself

the seasonal cycle is also evident.

The monthly standard deviation values in Table 2b illustrate

the greater variability of sea level at the northern stations than

at the southern locations. This table also shows the greater van-

ability of sea level during the winter season.
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TABLE 2a. MONTHLY MEAN ADJUSTED SEA LEVEL (cm).

TO NB TP SB CU CC SF

1973
AUG 9.96 4.79 -1.66 5.71 16.26 15.88 15.31

SEP 11.58 8.51 6.67 10.62 18.74 15.16 11.83
OCT 15.84 13.47 14.05 14.62 13.79 16.18 15.27
NOV 25.04 25.72 31.91 31.57 29.27 27.51 14.88
DEC 40.87 40.61 45.79 41.61 39.61 35.70 23.05

1974
JAN 29.68 27.73 32.25 30.23 26.98 28.18 25.86
FEB 29.47 .28.55 32.22 25.79 24.12 19.40 19.00

MAR 30.41 29.82 31.26 29.17 26.35 24.16 22.76
APR 24.25 22.76 21.99 20.42 18.98 17.86 19.34
MAY 13.55 9.39 11.06 9.43 9.10 6.57 9.51

JUN 13.00 8.76 4.96 8.09 8.75 21.93 13.78
JUL 16.95 11.69 10.26 15.93 14.37 16.35 14.78
AUG 13.35 8.83 2.47 9.41 12.66 18.13 6.20
SEP 5.91 10.75 7.26 13.91 15.15 19.89 20.85
OCT 2.20 7.19 7.32 10.59 12.54 16.89 20.85
NOV 13.18 24.70 26.47 21.30 24.24 18.33 21.88
DEC 16.89 28.02 34.25 28.37 26.53 22.33 21.97

1975

JAN 11.72 19.34 28.46 24.66 21.79 17.41 16.70

FEB 17.93 28.52 29.47 28.92 27.19 23.17 20.70
MAR 11.41 20.37 21.92. 21.10 20.70 16.20 16.80
APR 6.76 2.77 6.18 9.02 9.11 6.44 14.04
MAY 4.22 1.39 4.53 4.31 4.94 5.62 5.60

JUN 6.15 1.69 -1.89 2.97 3.95 11.96 10.85
JUL 7.63 4.41 1.10 7.37 8.36 14.16 12.33
AUG 11.10 9.65 3.31 7,50 8.56 15.18 15.46
SEP 9.62 5.48 1.36 6.10 7.89 14.35 14.33

NOTE: TO - Tofino, NB - Neah Bay, TP - Toke Point,
SB - Southbeach, CR - Charleston,
CC Crescent City, SF - San Francisco.



TABLE 2b. MONTHLY STANDARD DEVIATION (±crn) FOR
THE ADJUSTED SEA LEVEL.

TO NB TP SB CH CC SF

1973

24

AUG 4.47 3.94 3.78 4.68 4.02 4.05 3.40
SEP 4.67 5.91 8.73 567 4.22 3.36 2.69
OCT 6.07 8.08 11.76 6.19 5.78 5.03 3.40
NOV 7.17 10.28 16.11 11.22 10.19 9.65 3.52
DEC 7.46 8.13 13.68 7.08 6.55 4.95 3.09

1 974
JAN 13.41 15.99 23.34 15.16 14.55 14.57 4.28
FEB 8.88 10.71 1428 8.58 7.25 6.22 4.93
MAR 8.64 10.86 16.20 10.25 9.86 10.19 6.60
APR 9.27 7.79 12.65 8.55 8.45 7.59 3.99
MAY 3.38 5.03 8.33 5.29 3.84 2.70 4.30
JUN 4.81 4.67 9.43 4.78 3.91 6.30 4.29
JUL 4.64 6.02 9.31 6.37 5.55 3.72 2.51
AUG 2.64 2.78 3.41 2.97 4.01 3.74 3.45
SEP 4.35 3.42 5.63 3.73 3.14 2.79 1.94
OCT 3.72 4.72 7.63 4.51 4.80 4.20 3.65
NOV 7.58 8.90 12.48 7,79 6.75 4.71 3.16
DEC 7.73 7.28 7.85 6.09 6.67 7.65 4.35

1975
JAN 5.59 6.44 10.52 7,55 7.46 4.02 3.45
FEB 11.23 12.22 11.61 9.74 7.89 9.29 6.02
MAR 11.17 12.43 17.44 12.16 11.27 15.83 6,84
APR 4.33 4.05 8.46 5.10 4,89 5,32 3,20
MAY 5.05 6.21 10.96 5.99 5.63 5.76 4.16
JUN 3.59 4.14 5.84 4.14 3.18 4.23 3.04
JUL 3.65 2.78 4.28 3,59 3.56 2.77 3.46
AUG 5.23 6.03 8.84 6.12 5.04 3,13 3.17
SEP 4.43 6.45 7.33 4.97 4.70 2.99 2.19
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Seasonal Cycles of Wind Stress at Each Location

The monthly means of the alongshore wind stress are plotted in

Figure 5 and are compiled in Table 3a. As noted, a negative value

indicates a southward (northerly) wind.

These data do show a clear seasonal cycle at all seven loca-

tions. The mean wind stress is northward from October through March,.

generally speaking, at Tofino, Neah Bay, Toke Point, and Southbeach.

At these four locations, the mean wind stress is southward from

April to September. This condition is favorable for upwelling, as

reported by Mooers and Smith (1968) and Smith (1968)

At Charleston and Crescent City the mean wind stress is north-

ward from about Noveriber to March, and southward from April to

October.

San Francisco has a mean southward wind stress for 21 of the 26

months. The five exceptions are November 1973 through January 1974,

F4arch 1974, and February 1975. None of these five months show a

very strong mean northward wind stress. Thus, San Francisco has a

cycle of strong southward wind stress in the summer months and weak

southward.or weak northward wind stress in the winter.

The values of the standard deviations in Table 3b show that the

wind stress has both greater variability at the northern stations

and in winter than at the southern locations and during summer. The

southern locations during the suniner demonstrate a greater variabil-

ity in wind stress than do the northern locations.
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Figure 5. Monthly nieans of the alongshore component of wind stress,
ty1 (dynes/cm2).. A negative value indicates a southward
(northerly) wind.
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TABLE 3a. MONTHLY MEAN ALONGSHORE WIND STRESS, (dynes/cm2).

TO NB TP SB CU CC SF

1973

29

AUG -.296 -.328 -.494 -.808 -.978 -1.123 -.899
SEP .077 .003 -.051 -.131 -.196 -.296 -.425
OCT .410. .264 .147 .035 -.045 -.172 -.221
NOV .515 .570 .522 .510 .511 .492 .149
DEC 1.295 1.277 1.190 1.164 1.145 1.020 .276

1974
JAN .733 .748 .802 .856 .834 .714 .198
FEB .863 .764 .563 .432 .386 .260 -193
lIAR .746 .702 .570 .472 .409 .239 .027
APR .288 .187 .048 -.118 -.238 -.476 -.732
MAY .054 -.034 -.174 -.454 -.749 -1.248 -1.64
JUN -.193 -.302 -.563 -.911 -1.075 -1.254 -1.3O8
JUL -.151 -.163 -284 -.476 -.618 -.842 -.907
AUG -.333 -.285 -.405 -.614 -.696 -.787 -.799
SEP -.085 -.069 -.115 -.196 -.242 -.281. -.370
OCT .203 .063 -.027 -.132 -.235 -.413 -.327
NOV ..698 .680 .597 .501 .425 .306 -.011
DEC 1.206 .958 .711 .575 .483 .309 -.104

1975
JAN .769 .695 .530 .418 .336 .184 -.169
FEB 1.237 1.056 .889 .7a6 .726 .633 .111
MAR .240 .261 .131 .005 -.053 .177 . .390
APR -.086 -.119 -.241 -.427 -.546 -.739 -.762
MAY -.089 -.118 -.228 -.435 -.644 -1.053 -1.267
JUN -.304 .329 .532 -.871 -1.109 -1.422 1.232
JUL -.253 -.272 -.462 -.674 -.788 -1.022 -1.030
AUG -.002 -.056 -.256 -.530 -.700 -.875 -.770
SEP -.274 -.233 -.326 -.619 -.744 -.778 -.427

NOTE: Negative values (-) indicate northerly (southward) winds.
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TABLE 3b. MONTHLY STANDARD DEVIATION (±dynes/cni2)

ALONGSHORE WIND STRESS.

TO NB TP SB CH CC SF

1973
AUG .265 .237 .306 .491 .566 .547 .447
SEP .363 .303 .357 .501 .578 .614 495

OCT .806 .558 .447 .415 .480 .61T .571

NOV 1.137 1.000 .934 1.041 1.146 1.260 .962

DEC 1.755 1.775 1.640 1.565 1.579 1.530 .756

1974
JAN 1.637 1.577 1.620 1.840 2.062 2.215 1.114

FEB 1.423 1.319 1.195 1.118 1.143 1.199 .732

MAR 1.555 1.456 1.229 1.102 1.131 1.170 .882

APR 1.020 1.001 .907 .846 .856 .893 .682

MAY .337 .324 .333 .537 .756 .975 .789

JUN .602 .510 .609 .804 .880 .882 .893

JUL .331 .373 .458 .643 .774 .973 .724

AUG .336 .280 .358 .506 .536 .511 :.490

SEP .393 .332 .312 .321 .335 .371 .336

OCT .615 .384 .337 .423 .535 .768 .552

NOV .940 .992 .903 .885 .917 .983 .826

DEC 1.414 1.223 1.083 .952 .922 1.030 .972

1975

1.616 1.494 1.305 1.070 .981 .936 .680

FEB 1.583 1.434 1.482 1.454 1.410 1.404 1.062

MAR 1.208 1.251 1.259 1.289 1.393 1.621 1.432

APR .572 .552 .525 .536 .578 .691 .643

MAY .392 .450 .496 .549 .690 1.028 1.126

JUN .327 .282 .383 .642 .803 .902 .762

JUL .265 .227 .335 .511 .627 .808 .600

AUG .395 .388 .440 .588 .652 .681 .454

SEP .220 .200 .317 .564 .668 .657 .371
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Seasonal Variation of the Alongshore Sea Level Slope

The monthly alongshore sea level slopes, for the seven locations,

for the 26 months in this study are shown in Figure 6. These plots

show a higher sea level to the north in winter months, November

through ilarch, and higher sea level in the south during the summer,

June through September. This arrangement of sea level has been

reported by many authors, and was discussed in the introduction

section. The slopes agree with the geostrophic approximation

(Sturges, 1974; Reid and Mantyla, 1976). Sturges (1974) pointed out

that the maximum sea elevation occurs during winter, when the in-

shore flow is strongest, and the minimum during the southward flow

in summer, and he has related the seasonal change of sea level at

Neah Bay to the quasi-geostrophically balanced flow. Reid and

Mantyla (1976) state that for steric elevations, the coastal eleva-

tion does not decrease poleward monotonically from the equator.

Instead, there are several inversions along the boundary and an

increase poleward north of 38°N. There are maxima near 17°N arid 5°N

and minima near 38°N and lO°N and at the equator. From the plots,

Crescent City and sometimes Charleston appear to be inflection points

for change in slope.

The spring and fall months appear to be transition periods,

with no particular slope in either direction.

The mean sea levels are not absolute. At each location the sea

level is relative to a two year mean.
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Figure 6. Plots of sea surface slopes (adjusted
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Discussion

Sea level is higher at the northern locations in winter and

higher in the southern locations during summer. The wind stress is

more northward in winter at the northern locations, and more south-

ward at the southern locations in summer..

Changes in the sea level slope reflect changes in the current

direction and the wind stress. Under the hypothesis of geostrophic

balance, an upward slope of the sea surface across the current toward

the coast is required during poleward flow. The Davidson and

California Countercurrents would require such slopes. These currents

are present during the winter, and the northern stations do exhibit

high sea levels then. The California Current, an equatorward flow,

required a downward slope across the current toward the coast. The

plots of sea surface slope show the northern stations to be higher

in winter and the southern to be higher in summer. This illustrates

the shift of the West Wind Drift and the North Pacific Ocean anti-

cyclonic gyre to the north in summer and south in winter.

Sturges (1967) states that the magnitude of the drop across the

current, for geostrophic flow, is proportional to f V X, where f is

the Coriolis parameter, is the average surface velocity, and X is

the width of the current, and g is the gravity. The geostrophic

equation is

fv Lih
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where h is the height of the sea surface; Thus for an equatorward

flow, as f becomes smaller with decreasing latitude, must become

smaller. Assuming x is constant across the current, h becomes

smaller to maintain the balance. Thus, sea level at the lower lati-

tudes is higher than in the northern latitudes. This corresponds to

the California Current flowing south along the coast during the

surner. During the winter, with the poleward flowing Davidson

Current and California Countercurrent, the opposite is true. Now 1

increases with flow across the latitudes, thus th increases with

increasing latitude, and higher sea level is found in the northern

latitudes.
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SHORTER PERIOD FLUCTUATIONS IN SEA LEVEL

Correlation Analysis

Bendat and Piersol (1971) state that the utility of correlation

analysis is in establishing the degree to which two or more random

variables are interrelated.

The autocorrelation function of random data describes the

general dependence of the values of the data at one time on the values

at another time. The crosscorrelation function of two sets of

random data describes the general dependence of the values of one set

of data on the other. One application of lagged crosscorrelations is

in the measurement of time delays..

The correlation coefficient, r, is dimensionless, relating the

change in y to the change in x. Some statisticians prefer to use

the coefficient of determination, R2, equal to the square of r, which

measures the proportion or percentage of thevariation in y which can

be accounted for by the linear relationship between x and y. The

correlation coefficient, r, is computed as: (Panofsky and Brier

(1958) and Crow et al. (1969))

r= S)çy

SxSy

where S and Sy are the sample standard deviations of x and y,

respectively. Sy is the covariance of x and y. The covariance is

defined as:

1) - -
Sxy (x1-X) (Y-Y)

(n-fl
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Panofsky and I3rier (1958) state that if a linear correlation

coefficient exceeds 2.6 °r where or = (N - 2)½ and N is the number

of pairs of observations in the population, the probability of r

originating from an uncorrelated population is less than 1%, and r

may be regarded as significant. Crow et al. (1969) has a table

which presents the critical absolute values of the correlation

coefficient, r, for 1% and 5% significance levels for various sizes

of n.

The formulas used to compute the significance levels assume

that the observation pairs are independent. Allen and Kundu (1977)

give an equation to obtain an estimate of an integral time scale T,

which determines the time period to gain an independent measurement

and which is appropriate for the calculation of correlation coeffi-

cients:

fl-f0

T I rx (nht) ry (nLt) 1st,

n=-no

where rx (t) and ry Ct) are the lagged autocorrelation coefficients

for variables x and y respectively, and t is the time interval (here

six hours) between data points. The integer n0 is taken to be large

enough that a convergent limit for T may be estimated. The number

of independent measurements Nj in a series with N data points is then

Nj = Nt/T.

From the autocorrelation coefficients of sea level, wind stress, and

of sea level and wind stress, for the 'full data period, the number

of independent measurements N1 were computed to be 70, 479, and 220,
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respectively. The corresponding magnitudes of the critical correla-

tion coefficients, rc, at the 1% significance level are 0.30, 0.12,

and 0.17, respectively. These critical values are from Table 7 in

Crow et al. (1969).

Similarly, for the two month periods, the Nj's were calculated

to be 20 for sea level, 63 for wind stress, and 43 for sea level and

wind stress. The critical correlation coefficients at the 1% Si9-

nificance level are .54, .32, and .38, respectively

The data was detreñded before any of the correlation computa-

tions were performed. The detrending was by the least squares

method. The computations were performed on the COG 3300 computer

of the OS-3 operating system. The correlations were computed by

utilizing the DETRENO and CCORR subroutines in the OS-3 ARAND system

(Ochs et al., 1970).
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Alongshore Correlation of Sea Level for the Entire Period

Table 4 presents the correlation coefficients at zero lag for

adjusted sea level between the stations for the entire period. It

is readily observed that the correlation decreases with distance

from any given location. Generally, the closer the station pairs

are, the higher the correlation. All of the values in the table are

significant at the 1% level (rc = .30). The maximum correlation for

sea level between the stations is generally at zero lag. The lagged

maximum values are all less than .05 greater than the value at zero

lag, and thus are probably not really different. The lags are

similar.

Pairings with Toke Point tend to result inalues that disrupt

the trend of correlation values. This may be the result of geography,

since the bay where the tide gauge at Toke Point is located opens to

the southwest. The southwest is the predominant direction of seas

due to winter storms, and higher sea levels could result.

San Francisco pairings have the lowest correlation of all the

station pairs. However, an interesting feature of the table is that

Crescent City has higher or as high correlation with the two northern-

most stations than it does with San Francisco (r = 0.67). One

exception, is Crescent City-Toke Point (r = 0.60), though it is not

that much less. San Francisco is only about 440 km from Crescent

City, while Tofino is approximately 820 km and Neah Bay is 735 km.

Figure 7 is a plot of the correlation value for the various

pairings, as a function of location. Each plot represents the
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correlation values associated with that reference station pairings.

These figures serve to illustrate the drop in correlation associated

with San Francisco pairings. These graphs also show that Charleston

is highly correlated with all station pairings. The Charleston

Southbeach (r = .95) is the highest correlated pair.

Figure 8 depicts the similarity, or lack of it, of the

decreasing correlation with increasing distance from the two end

stations, Tofino and San Francisco. The Tofino and San Francisco

pairings are both plotted; the x-axis reflects the change in station

pairings, with those of San Francisco being beneath those with

Tofino. These plots show a distinct difference in correlation at

the mid-stations. In other words, the correlation is not only a

function of the separation between stations, it is also a function

of the location. The mid-stations have a higher correlation with

Tofino than with San Francisco.
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TABLE 4. ADJUSTED SEA LEVEL CORRELATION BETWEEN
LOCATIONS FOR THE FULL PERIOD. (rc = .30)

TO NB IP SB CH CC SF

TO 1.00 .87 .79 .82 .75 .66 .46

NB 1.00 .92 .93 .88 .68 .54

TP 1.00 .93 .88 .60 .47

SB 1.00 .95 .73 .56

CH 1.00 .76 .56

rr .69 1

4
I

SF .57 .48 .58 .58
1 00

+4 +2 +4 +4

TABLE 5. WIND STRESS CORRELATION BETWEEN
LOCATIONS FOR THE FULL PERIOD. (rc = .12)

TO NB TP SB CH CC SF

TO 1.00 .94 .85 .73 .66 .56 .34

NB 1.00 .96 .85 .77 .68 .43

TP 1.00 .95 .88 .79 .51

SB 1.00 .98 .90 .59

CH 1.00 .96 .65

CC 1.00 .78

39 .46 .53 .60
1.

Note: The values in the upper right half of these tables are the
crosscorrelations at zero lag. The values in the lower left
are the maximum crosscorrelation values, if other than at
zero lag, and their corresponding lags. A positive lag
indicates that the southern station 1eads; one lag equals six
hours.
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Alongshore Correlation of Wind Stress for the Entire Period

Table 5 presents the values of the alongshore correlation

coefficients of wind stress for the entire period, at zero lag. All

values are significant at the 1% level Crc .12) and the maximum

correlation is again, generally speaking, at zero lag. The lagged

values are not greater than .05 different from the values at zero

lag. All of the lags are similar, but this time the northern station

leads unlike with the sea level crosscorrelations where San Francisco

1 ed.

The table shows that the wind stress fluctuations at one loca-

tion are correlated at another location. The correlation decreases

with distance from any given location. Pairings with San Francisco

have the lowest values, except that this time the Sai Francisco -

Crescent City pairing has a larger correlation than either Tofino -

Crescent City or Neah Bay - Crescent City.

Figure 9 consists of plots of the correlation of wind stress

similar to that of Figure 7 for sea level. These graphs depict a

linear decrease in correlation with increasing distance from the

reference station.

The highest correlated pair is again Southbeach - Charleston

(r = 0,98).

Figure 10 shows the excellent agreement between linear decrease

in correlation from the two end stations. For the wind stress data,

the correlation is a function of the separation only. The wind

field appears to be homogeneous in the alongshore direction.
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Figure 8. Plots of correlation of sea level between stations;
with Tofino (. ) and San Francisco (0° )
as reference stations.
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Figure 10. Plots of correlation for the alongshore component
of wind stress between stations; with Tofino (' )
and San Francisco (Oo) as reference stations.
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Correlation Between Sea Level and Wind Stress
at Each Location for the Entire Period

The values of the correlation coefficients between sea level

and wind stress at each location for the entire time period are

given in Table 6. The maximum correlation values and their corre-

sponding lags are also given. One lag equals six hours. The

maximum values for Tofino and San Francisco are essentially the

same as that at zero lag and probably should not have been shown..

They were listed to complete the table and show that the lags are

similar at all locations,

All of the values in the table are significant at the 1% level

(rc = .17). The correlation coefficients show that fluctuations in

sea level at a location are highly correlated with the fluctuations

in the alongshore component of wind stress at that location. The

wind stress leads the sea level by 1 to 1½ days at each location.

Southbeach and Charleston have the highest correlations, both

at zero lag and the lag corresponding to the maximum correlation.

Both correlations decrease northward and southward.
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TABLE 6 CORRELATION BETWEEN THE ADJUSTED SEA LEVEL
AND WIND STRESS AT EACH LOCATION FOR
THE FULL PERIOD. (rc = .17)

TO NB TP SB CH CC SF

.40 .44 .53 .56 .55 .49 .53

.43 .57 .64 .67 .69 .60 .58

+4 +6 +4 +5 +5 +5 +4

NOTE: The first line of values is the
correlation at zero lag; the second
line is the maximum lagged cross corre-

lation and the corresponding lag.

A positive Tag means wind stress leads

the sea level. One lag equals six hours.
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Two Month Period Alongshore Correlations of Sea Level

We next analyzed segments of the data records to determine

whether there were seasonal or other temporal variations in the cor-

relations of the sea level and wind records.. Twenty-four two-month

overlapping periods were used, starting with August - September

1973, September - October 1973, through duly - August 1975. Only

the station pairings with Tofino and with San Francisco are given in

Table 7. This table lists the crosscorrelation values at zero lag

and lagged maximum values.

These seasonal correlation coefficient values again indicate

that sea level coherence is a function of location. The sea level

appears to have large spatial coherence thrOughout the year at the

1% significance level (r = 0.54). The values in this table also

depict a seasonal cycle in the correlation of sea level fluctuations

between stations. For instance, the Tofino pairings, at zero lag,

present a picture of higher correlation during the fall and winter

months than during the spring and summer months. The same general

picture is seen with the San Francisco pairings.

Figures 11 and 12 allow this seasonal cycle to be better

viewed. Figure 11 is a plot of the seasonal correlation of sea

level between Tofino and San Francisco. The time period is divided

into two one-year lengths, August - September 1973 to dune - July

1974 and August - September 1974 to June - duly 1975, as noted on the

graph. The higher correlation in winter and the lower correlation

in summer is now more readily seen. It also appears that while the
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two years are somewhat similar, more data is needed before anything

more can be said about the annual cycles.

Figure 12 is a combination plot, one curve showing the seasonal

correlation of sea level between Tofino and San Francisco (the same

curve as in Figure 11 but now continuous) and the other showing the

seasonal correlation of wind stress between the same two locations.

Plso given in Table 7 is the maximum lagged crosscorrelation

value and its corresponding lag if this maximum value was both greater

than the crosscorrelation at zero lag and the critical correlation

value at the 1% significance level . Many of the lagged correlations

are less than .05 different from the value at zero lag and should

probably be viewed as not significantly different from the value at

zero lag.

The lags increase with distance. The lagged values seem to

occur mainly in the fall and winter months. Tofino has at least a

few lagged crosscorrelation values with each station, as does San

Francisco except with Toke Point. The southern station usually leads

the northern, except for the Tbfino - Neah Bay pairing.

Table 7 is also shown with the contours corresponding to the

critical correlation values at the .1%. 1%, and 5% significance

levels. These contoured tables show that Tofino is highly correlated

with the stations as far south as Charleston generally throughout the

period. Tofino is highly correlated with Crescent City only during

the winter months. On the other hand, San Francisco is only highly

correlated with Crescent City at the beginning and end of the study

period.



TOFINO
Period

A73-S 73

57 3-073

073- N 73

N73-D73
073-J74
J74-F74
F74-M74
M74-A7 4

A 744174

M74-J74
'J74-J74

J74-A74
A74-S74
574-074
074-N74
N74-D74
D74-J75
J75-F75
F75-M75
M75-A75
A75-M75
M75-375
J75-375
J75-A75

Points

244
244
244

244
248
236

236
244
244
244

244
248
244
244
244
244
248
236

236
244
244
244
244
248

cc0

.87

.88

93

.91

.95

.94

.91

.88

.75

78

. 79

.75

.59

.81

.85

.90

.82

.92

.93

.83

74

.86

76

.72

TABLE 7. SEASONAL CORRELATION FOR THE ADJUSTED SEA LEVEL.

NB

CCmIL

.79/-i

.81/-i

.76/-2

.741-2

CC0

.80

75

.67
68

84

.83

.82

81

76

76

.85

74

.44

.77

73

.73

.44

.63

78

78

.60

.69

80

.77

ip

CCmj' L

.831+1

79/+2

.791+1

.701+1

Cc0 CC0 CC0

.85 .55 .57

.68 .59 .45

.69 .59 .63

.75 .71 .70

.94 .91 .75

.93 .91 .80

.83 .79 .64

.78 .77 .67

.71 .71 .49

.69 .64 .19

.80 .73 -.11

.73 .66 .24

.50 .32 -.10

.72 .57 .04

.77 .48 .41

.84 .71 .75

.58 .50 .67

.80 .71 .80

.89 .84 .76

.88 .82 .81

.74. .67 .62

.80 .74 .29

Z6 .66 .07
.82 .78 .46

SB

CCm/L

.86/+1

.71/i-i

70/i-i

.79/i-i

,74/+2

.71/+1

.82/i-i

53/+2
75/+2

.82/+1

.77/+1

CH

CCm/L

.59/+2

.691+6

.60/i- 1

.80/+ 1

781+1

.771+2

72/+2
76/+2

.62/+4

.76/+2

CC

CCm/L

.68/+6

.60/ +8

.71/+8

.77/+1

.85/+5

.65/+1

.55/+4

.76/+1

SF

CC0 CCm/L

.39 .63/+8

.25

.45

4.6

.52

38

.52

-.23
.12

.09

.11

.07

.15

31

32

.12

70

.5.5

.52

.18

.03

.12

.29

.71/+4

.59/5

Note: The column headed CC0 has the correlation coefficient between Tofino and the other location at
zero lag. The column headed CCm/L has the maximum lagged cross correlation and the corresponding
lag if CCm is greater than C0 and greater than the critical value at the 1% significance level,
rc= 54. A positive lag means that the southern station leads Tofino, a negative lag that Tofino
leads One lag equals 6 hours A73-S73 August 1973 - September 1973, etc.



TABLE 7. Continued.

TOFINO
/

Period Points NB TP SB CH C SF
CC0 CCI,JL CC0 CCm/L CC0 CC,JL CC0 CCm/L CC0 / CCniJL CC0 CCmJL

A73-S73 244 .87 .80 .85 .8 .55 .Sj/ .68/+6 ,39 .63/+8
S73-073 244 .88 .75 .68 . /41 .59 69/+6 .45 .60/+8 .-.09
073-N73 244 .93 .67 .69 . +1 .59 .60 -1- '.,.71/+8 .25
N73-D73 244 .91 .68 .75 . .7
D73-J74 248 .95 .84 .94 .91 .75 . 1l\ .46'
J74-F74 236 .94 .83 .93 .91 .80 /5 '
F74-M74 235 .91 .82 .83 .79 .80/41 .65/'1

.52:.,'
M74-A74 244 .88 .81 .83/+1 .78 .791+1 .77 .78/+1 .67 - - .2' 5f.
A74-M74 244 .75 .76 .791+2 .71 .74/+2 .71 .7 -.4 '-3
M74-J74 244 .78 .79/-i .76 .69 .71/41 i' .12
J74-J74 244 .79 .81/-i .85 .80 .82/+1 73 .J76Q- -.11 .09
J74-A74 248 .75 .76 -2 .73 66 .24 .11
A74-S74 244 . - -4ir - 50.fr .-.

-.10 .07
574-074 244 . . . .62/44 .04 .15

HU Hi
M75-A75 244 .83 .78 .88 .82 .81 - S°'

;U.741-2

Note: The contours are for the fo11oiing significance levels: - .1%, rc = .65; - - - 1%, r = .54;
and . . . 5%, rc = .42.

0'



TABLE 7. Continued.

SAN FRANCISCO
Period NB TP SB CH CC

CC0 CCm/L CC0 CCWL CC0 CCr11/L CC0 CCm/L CC0 CCm/L

A73-S73 .24 .27 .43 .61/+4 .26 .70
S73-073 -.23 -.11 .10 .05 .37
073-N73 .29 .54/+16 .26 .48 .561+12 .47 .561+12 .61
N73-073 .42 .15 .35 .30 .65
D73-J74 .45 .33 .52 .58 .74
J74-F74 .51 .581+4 .61 .64 .61 .62
F74-M74 .34 .46 .46 .52 .71
M74-A74 .50 .46 .57 .60 .76
A74-M74 -.21 -.37 -.26 -.26 .09
M74-J74 -.16 -.26 -.14 -.09 .71 .74/4
J74-374 -.02 -.06 .12 .15 .40
374-A74 -.01 -.14 -.05 -.02 .53
A74-S74 .25 .05 .18 .07 .58 .68/+4
S74-074 .09 .16 .18 .13 .08
074-N74 .15 .13 .28 .14 .26
N74-D74 .26 .18 .36 .35 .56
D74-375 .01 -.06 -.03 .02 .38
J.75-F75 .65 .72/+4 .51 . .62 .69/+4 .56 .65/+4 .76 .79/4
F75-M75 .47 .60/46 .50 .58 .62/44 .52 .60/+6 .66 .721+4
M75-A75 .27 .35 . .45 .39 .66 .72/44
A75-'175 -.15 . -'.14 .08 .22. .65
M75-J75 -.24 -.30 -.10 .05 .72 .751+2
J75-J75 -.22 -.11 .14 .20 .69
375-A75 -.11 0 .25 .23 .67 .691+2

Note A positive lag means San Francisco 1eads a negative lag the northern station leads

-4



TABLE 7. Continued.

SAN FRANCISCO
Perthd NB TP SB CH CC

CC0 CCm/L CC0 CCWL CC0 CCmJL CC0 CCFpJL CCWL
A73-S73 .24 .27 .611+4 .26 {. °
573-073 -.23 -.11 .10 . .05
073-N73 .29 .541+16 .26 ?48 .567+i ' 4.7 .56/+12 '
N73-D73 42 .15 .35 ' .3c ' 65
D73-J74 .45' .33 .2 ._ 58 .74
J74-F74 .51 .581+4 .4 .61 62
F74-M74 . T6 .71
M74-A74 '.50 , . .4 , , 60_
A74-M74 -21 -.37 .2e -2
M74-J74 -.16 -.26 -.14 -.09 cZL .74/4
J74-374 -.02 -.06 .12 .15
J74-A74 -.01 -.14 -.05 -.02
A74-S74 .25 .05 .18 .07 ',.5 ...68/+4
S74-074 .09 .16 .18 .13 .08
074-N74 .15 .13 .28 .14
N74-D74 .26 .18 .36 .35
D74-375_.- .01 -.06 .0 . , .
375-F75 S>5 .2Ia4 .o1 661+4 -7 79/+4
F75-M75 .-?47 6OL+6 .50 '...58 .62/j - 52 .60,(+6 .66 .72/+4
M75-A75 -,.7 .3 , ?39 .66 .72/+4
A75-M75 -.15 -.14

.4,.8 .22 .65
M75-J75 -.24 -.30 .,Q .05 * .72 .75/+2
J75-J75 -.22 -.11 .69
J75-A75 -.11 0

.14

.25
.20
.23 .67 .691+2
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Figure 11. Plot of seasonal correlation of adjusted

sea level between Tofino and San Francisco.

1.0

0-s.
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Figure 12. Plots of seasonal correlation of adjusted
sea level and the alongshore component of
wind stress between Tofino and San Francisco.
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Two Month Period AIoshore Correlations of Wind Stress

Table 8 lists the seasonal crosscorrelations for the alongshore

component of wind stress for the two-month periods. This table is

similar to Table 7, only the Tofino and San Francisco pairings are

given and where appropriate the maximum lagged crosscorrelation.

For the Tofino pairings, the correlation at zero lag is higher

during the winter and spring months and lowest in the summer and

fall. The San Francisco pairings present a similar picture.

Figure 12 allows this seasonal cycle of wind stress correlation at

Tofino - San Francisco to be more easily seen.

Table 8 also shows that there is a distinct decrease in corre-

lation with increasing distance. Generally speaking, the wind stress

is highly correlated spatially at the 1% significance le.vel

Crc = 0.32).

Many of the maximum lagged values again are less than .05 greater

than the correlation at zero lag. Lags greater than zero seem to

occur mainly in the winter and spring. The lags increase with dis-

tance. Unlike with sea level (Table 7), the wind at the northern

stations usually leads the wind at the southern stations.

Figure 12 also shows that the sea level correlation and the

wind stress correlation between San Francisco and Tofino were

similar for 1973 to about the fall of 1974 and different for the

remainder of the data period.

Table 8 is also shown with the contours representing the various

critical correlation values at the .1%, 1%, and 5% significance
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levels. These tables show that the wind stress at Tofino is highly

correlated with the wind stress at Neah Bay, Toke Point, Southbeach,

and Charleston throughout the period. Tofino is niost highly corre-

lated with Charleston during the winter and spring months. However,

though San Francisco appears to be always highly correlated with

Crescent City and Charleston, it is not highly correlated with

Southbeach and Toke Point during the spring and summer of 1974.



TABLE 8 . SEASONAL CORRELATION FOR THE ALONGSHORE WIND STRESS.

TOFINO
Period NB TP SB CH CC SF

CC0 CC0 CC/L CC0 CCm/L CC0 CCm/L CCo CCWL CC0 CCWL

A73-S73 .85 .63 .45 .37 .43/-4 .30 .421-4 .19 .32/-4

S73-073 .88 .66 .41 .30 .21 .331+16 .10 .441+16
073-N73 .90 .71 .75/-1 .46 .56/-i .32 .42/-i .20 .06
N73-D73 .93 .84 .69 .71/-i .60 .63/-i .48 .53/-i .21 .331-2
D73-J74 .93 .84 .73 .67 .60 .37
J74-F74 .93 .82 .70 .65 .59 .43
F74-M74 .95 .86 .72 .73/-i .62 .64/-i .46 .51/-i .17 .37/-2
M74-A74 .97 .91 .78 .67 .51 .18
A74-N74 .97 .91 .77 .66 .54 .22

M74-J74 .95 .85 .73 .63 .48 .04
J74-J74 .94 .83 .73 .66 .48 .03
J74-A74 .93 .85 .77 .70 .47 .11

A74-S74 .96 .86 .72 .63 .37 -.09
574-074 .93 .77 .60 .50 .40 .23
074-N74 .89 .76 .56 .61/-i .44 .50/-i .30 .36/-i .05

N74-D74 .89 .74 .53 .58/-i .40 .46/-i .24 .03
074-J75 .91 .77 .57 .62/-i .43 .50/-i .30 .37/-i .14

J75-F75 .92 .81 .68 .59 .50 .51/-i .27 .41/-2
F75-M75 .92 .83 .74 .68 .58 .60/-i .22 .35/-2
M75-A75 .97 .91 .80 .72 .77/-i .62 .71/-I .28 .43/-2
A75-M75 .92 .82 .70 .60 .61/-i .5.1 .54/-i .30 .35/-2
M75-J75 .86 .75 .64 .57 .50 .32

J75-J75 .89 .73 .60 .. .54 .45 .46/-4 .27 .35/-4
J75-A75 .90 .75 .54 .48 .38 .18

Note: Negative lag, Tofino leads the southern locations; positive lag, the southern stations lead.

At the 1% significance level, rc = .32.



TP1BLE 8. Continued.

TO F I NO

Period NB TP SB CH CC SF
CC0 CC0 CCm/L CC0 CSmIL CC0 CCm/L 1CC0 CCm/L CC0 CCWL

A73-S73 .85 .63 45_) .37_..3/-4 .42/-4 .19 .32/-4
573-073 .88 .66 .fr' 30 .21 .33/+16 .10 .44/+16
073-73 .90 .71 .75/-i .4-,-i6iJ....'.32 ..42I-iL . .06
N73073 .93 .84 .69 .71h1 0 37T .331-2
D73-J74 .93 .84 .73 .67 .60
J74-F74 .93 .82 .70 .65 .59 \43
F74-M74 .95 .86 .72 .73/-i .62 .64/-i .46 .51/-i 4V7 .37/-2
M74-A74 .97 .91 .78 .67 .51 ,4 .18
A74-M74 .97 .91 .77 .66 .54 /. .22
M74-J74 .95 .85 .73 .63 .48 /'. .04
J74-J74 .94 .83 .73 .66 .48 ,/'. .03
J74-A74 .93 .85 .77 :70. .11
A74-S74 .96 .86 .72 .63 -.09
574-074
074-N74

.93

.89
.77
.76

.60

.56 .61/-i
.50
.44 .50

\40
-30' .36/,-1

.23

.05
N74-D74 .89 .74 .53 .58/-i .46/-if .24 ' .03
074-J75 .91 .77 .57 .62/-i .50/-i \. .30 p37/-i .14
J75-F75 .92 .81 .68 .59 .

s 27 .41/-2
F75-M75 .92 .83 .74 .68 .58 .'ö1-ì ..22 .351-2
M75-A75 .97 .91 .80 .72 .77/-i .62 /-"l .28 .43/-2
A75-M75 .92 .82 .70 .60 .61/-i .51 .5/-i .o .35/-2
M75-J75 .86 .75 .64 .57 .50
J75-375 .89 .73 .60 54 45 . 6/4 - 32.f .35/-4
J75-A75 .90 .75 .54 .48 . 8 . ' .18

(

Note: The contours are for the following significance levels: .1%, rc = .40; - - 1%,

rc = .32; . . . 5%, rc = .25.



SAN FRANCISCO
Period NB

CC0 CCm/L

A73-573 .27

S72-073 .22 .41/+16
073-N73 .18

N73-073 .31 .421-2
D73-J74 .50
J74.-F74 .59

F74-M74 .30 .461-2
M74-A74. .28

A74-M74 .28

M74-J74 .10

J74-J74 .12

374-A74 .21

A74-S74 -.02
S74-074 .30

074-N74 .12

N74-D74 .16

074-J75 .26 .38/-2
J75-F75 .43 .52/-2
F75-M75 .35 .457-2
M75-A75 .34 .487-2
A75-M75 .33 .34/-i

M75-J75 33 .377+16

J75-J75 .40 .461-4
J75-A75 .35

TABLE 8. Continued.

TP SB
CC0 CCi/L CC0 CCm/L

.29 .33

.35 .47

.33 .417-2 .47 .52/-i

.39 .481-2 .48 .55/-i

.60 .68

.68 .73

.37 .521-2 .45 .56/-2

.37 .40/-i .47 .49/-i

.36 .45

.16 .23

.19 .23

.29 .36

.06 .12

.45 .59

.24 .39/-2 .40 .60/-2

.26 .43/-2 .38 .587-2

.33 .441-2 .40 .53/-2

.49 .56/-i .52 .59/-i

.41 .527-2 .47 .57/-i

.41 .57/-2 .51 .63/-2

.42 .60

.40 ... .51

.50 .54

.52 .61

CH

CC0 CCm/L

.42

.56

58

.56 .61/-i

72

76

.52 .61/-i

.55

.51

33

33

.47

.23

69
.53 .69/-2
.48 .707-2
.48. .62/-i

.55 .62/-i

.53 .63/-i

.58 .68/-i

71

.59

.60

.68

CC0 CCWL

.67
76

. 75

.72 .74/-i

.81

82

.66

70

.68

.58

.52

75

.64

.85

.75 .81/-i

.67 .84/-I

.66 .80/-I

.66 .72/-I

.66 .73/-i

.72 .78/-I

.84

.77

.78

.82

Note: Positive lag, San Francisco leads the northern locations; negative lag, the
northern locations lead.



Table 8. Continued.

SAN FRANCISCO
Period NB TP SB CH

CC0 CCm/L CC0 CCm/L CC0, CCm/L )C0 CCm/L

A73-S73 .27 .29 - - -3 .42
S72-073 .2 d41,/16 .47 .56
073-N73 .18 .33 /-2 .47 .52/-i .58
N73D73 ._ .r4212 '' .48/2 ' .61,'

: :
J74-F74 .59. .68 .73 .76
F74-M74---- .- ,._. 61-2 . 521-2 .45 .561-2 .52 .61/-i
M74-A74 .28 .37 . -1 .47 .49/-i .55
A74-N74 .2 . 5 .51
M74-J74 .10 ,-

16 ' ._ . 3
V7A 1717V I 1 ) f 1 L .1 . 4- '.1 5 I

J74-A74 .21 .,.2 .47
A 74-S 74 -.02 ,' ,' 1 2' -.
S74-074 30 t1. -

?12 40074-N74 '.24- . - .60/-2 .53 .69/-2
N74-074 .16 .'26 .43/2 . 8 .581-2 .48 .70/-2
D74-J75 26t... -33- .'4/-2 .40 .53/-2 .48 .62/-i
J75-F75 . - . . - .52 .597-1 .55 .62/-i
F75-M75 .35 .4 - .41 .527-2 .47 .57/-i .53 .63/-i
M75-A75 \.34 .481-2 .41 .57/-2 .51 .637-2 .58 .68/-i
A75-M75 .33 .34/-i 42 .60 .71
M75-J75 133 .37/+16 40 .51 .59
J75-375 /

/
.50 .54 . .60

J75-A75 . .52 .61 .68

CC0 CCrnJL

.67
76

.75

.72 .74/-i

.81

82

.66

70

.68
58

.62

.75

.64

85

.75 .81/-i

.67 .84/-i

.66 .80/-i

.66 .72/-i

.66 .73/-i

.72 .78/.-i

.84
.77
.78
.82

E1



Two Month Period Correlations between Sea Level

Table 9 presents the values at zero lag, and where appropriate

the lagged values, for the two month period crosscorrelatfons

between sea level and wind stress at each location. From the table

it appears that the correlation coefficient at Tofino is nearly

constant through the two year period, and that the variation in

correlation increases as one proceeds southward. This is borne out

by Figure 13 which depicts the correlation between sea level and wind

stress at Tofino and at San Francisco.

At Tofino, wind stress and sea level seem to be very poorly

correlated, at all the other locations the correlation is significant

most of the time. Wind and sea level are almost always significantly

correlated at the central stations. A seasonal cycle is difficult

to ascertain because there are often peaks in the correlation during

spring, summer, fall, and winter, as at San Francisco and Charleston,

for example.

Table 9 is also shown as contoured, but only with that corre-

sponding to the critical correlation value at the .1% significance

level. The contour was drawn for this table using the lagged

crosseorrelation values instead of the values at zero lag as for

Tables 7 and 8. The cross-hatched area corresponds to the months

having a correlation value greater than .48.



TABLE 9. SEASONAL CORRELATION BETWEEN ADJUSTED SEA LEVEL AND THE ALONGSHORE
COMPONENT OF WIND STRESS AT EACH LOCATION.

STATIONS

Period TO NB TP SB CH
CC SF

CC0 CCm/L CC0 CCm/L CC0 CC/L CC0 CCm/L CC0 CCmIL CCo CCm/L CC0 CCm/L

A73-S73 .23 .21 .31 .41/+4 .44 .481+4 .48 .507+4 023 .4314 .27 .447+4
S73-073 .41 .38 .46/+4 .36 .48/+4 .48 .657+5 .35 .62/+5 .30 .677+4 .32 .447+4
073-N73 .25 .20 .32 .497+4 .40 .537+4 .35 ,52/+5 .52 .647+4 .44 .59 +4
N73-D73 .27 .25 .4515 37 .56/+4 .28 .501+5 .31 .5415 .37 .58/+5 .31 .667+4
D73-J74 .24 .26 .501+5 .34 .54/+4 .28 .611+8 .34 .67/+7 .46 .71/+5 .32 .597+6
J74-F74 .35 .461-2 .29 .517+6 .34 .53/+4 .38 0641+7 .41 .70/+7 .58 .697+3 .37 .42/+4
F74-M74 .37 .43/3 .22 .48/+5 .41 .55/+4 .27 .54/+5 .28 .601+5 .40 .61/+4 .44 .561+4
M74-A74 .31 041/+5 .19 .47/+6 .46 .60/+4 .26 .537+6 .36 .61/+6 .48 .651+6 .50 .54/+4
A74-M74 .36 .41/+5 .17 .40/+8 .36 .58/+5 .32 .537+5 .38 .547+6 .24 .02
M74-J74 .28 .30 .477+5 .46 .517+4 054 .56/+2 .56 .19 .19
J74-J74 .33 .40/+5 .28 .50/+5 .51 .607+4 .52 .63/+4 .,54 .58/+3 .23 .48
374-A74 .36 .30 .50/+5 .58 .641+4 .52 .641+4 .47 .557+4 .13 .38 .417+4
A74-S74 .25 .16 .29 .41/+4 .34 .461+4 .27 .387+4 -J4 .37 49/+4
S74-074 .19 .07 .41/+8 .11 .471+8 .27 .517+6 .25 .53/+6 .33 .587+4 .10
074-N74 .16 .06 .39/+6 .21 .407+8 .22 .10 .24 .55/+5 .18
N74-D74 .21 .05 .20 .41/+8 .18 .16 .39/+5 .28 .44/+5 .44 .55/3
074-J75 .17 -.12 -.07 -.10 -.05 .14 .48
J75-F75 .22 .08 .05 .19 .41/+4 .19 .447+6 .37 .51/+4 .61 .677+4
F75-M75 .26 .14 .28 .43/+4.. .31 .4414 .26 .477+6 .33 .47/+6 .53 .59/4
M75-A75 .42 .58/+4 .24 .58/+7 .41 .607+5 .41 .59/+4 .31 .56/+6 .34 .557+6 .54 .61/+4
A75-M75 .17 .03 .507+12 .23 .487+5 .25 .57/+6 .24 .58/+5 .43 .56/+4 .38
M75-J75 .34 .28 .497+5 .42 .58/+4 .44 .64/+5 .43 .681+5 .17 .38/+6 .37 .457+4
J75-375 .21 .24 .42 .46 .63/+5 .45 .667+6 -.09 .32
J75-A75 .27 .31 .39/4 .50 .59/+4 .53 .651+4 .53 .69/+4 .27 .37

Note Positive lag, wind stress leads sea level. One lag equals six hours.
At the 1% significance level, rc .38.



TABLE 9. Continued.

STATIONS

Period TO NB TP SB CH
CC SF

CCo CCm/L CC0 CCm/L CC0 CCm/L CC0 CCm/L CC0 CCm/L CCo CCç/L CC0 CCrn/L

A73-S73 .23 .21 31 .41/+4 .44 .43/4 .27 .44/4
S73-073 .41 .38 ,45/+4 .36 *4-18 .6/+> .35 .2/+ .30 .(IT 2 .4414
073-N73 .25 .20 ±4._ 4fl_ LL±L ..J ZL±_ ._J.1L 4..._M
N73-D73 .27 .25

_J.2
.7 .56 +4 28 .5 /+ .31 .4/+ .37 . 8/ 5 .31 . 6/4

073-J74 .24 .26 . 9

J74-F74 .35 .461-2 .29 U.51f+ . 4 53 4 38 .6 /+7 41 0/+ 58 9/ 3 .37 2/4
F74-t74 .37 .43/4-3 .22 \L±__L ±. ±L QL±_Q._i JLLth . 4

M74-A74 .31 .411+5 .19 .'/& .16. .60 +4 26 .5/+ .35 .H/+ .48 j 5/-S .50 . 4 41

A74-M74 .36 .411+5 .1 7 . 40/+8L 6 - iLt L. ._J 4-L±. _--24-

M74-J74 ,28 .30 ,-4-frrr .'6 .51 +4 54 .5/ .5 .19 .19

J74-J74 .33 .40/+5 .28 .5C/+ 1 .60 +4 .52.6/+_8 + .23 .48

J74-A74 .36 .30 . .64, +4 .52 .6 J+ ,47 5/+ .13 .38 .41/+4
A74-S74 .25 .16 . 41+4 . /+ .27 81+4 -.14 49,44

S74-07.4 .19 .07 .411+8 .11 .5T-.31+ . .10
074-N74 .16 .06 .39/+6 .21 .40/+8 .22 j.24 . 5/ 6 .ia
N74-D74 .21 .05 .20 .417+8 .18 .16 .39/+5 . . T44 . /3
074-J75 .17 -.12 -.07 -.10 -.05 14

J75-F75 .22 .08 .05 .19 .411+4 .19 .44/+6 .37 . 17+4 .61 .7 +4

.4tTs/f4jT4.51i.4i (- i- . :i1
A75-M75 17 -cL3 5c/+1)2 I .2&.48 +5 25 57/+ .24 ,8/+ .43 .3

M75-J75 .34 .28 + 17 7.1/+6 .37 .45/+4

J75-375 .21 .24 . 46 ,63/+ .45 6/+-.09 .32

J75-A75 .27 .31 .397+4 T ,9/+ .27 .37

Note. Contour corresponds to the .1% significance level, rc = .48
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Figure 13. Plots of seasonal correlation between
adjusted sea level and the alongshore
component of wind stress, at Tofino
and San Francisco.
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Discussion

The correlation coefficients for sea level show that sea level

is highly correlated among the seven locations in this study.

The analysis of the correlation coefficients for sea level shows

that while in general the correlation decreases with distance from a

given location, there is a distinct drop associated with San

Francisco, which is located south of 40°N. From the plots of corre-

lation, Crescent City and Charleston appear as a region where a

change in the oceanic character occurs. Both stations are north of

40°U. As has been previously discussed, the West Wind Drift has

been described as impinging near 40°N (Nelson, 1976b; Favorite et aT.,

1976).

San Francisco was, in general, the least correlated of the sea

level stations La Fond (1939) and Lisitzin and Pattullo (1961) have

mentioned the different character at San Francisco. Ma (1970) found

low coherency between Charleston (Coos Bay) and San Francisco. Ma

mentioned that San Francisco is south of Cape Mendocino and that

the influence of this particular geologic feature may account for the

low coherency found.

The correlation coefficients for the alongshore component of

wind between stations show that there exists a large spatial correla-

tion of the weather. Roden (1966) and Mooers and Smith (1968)

mention this in their studies.
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The sea level - wind stress correlations show that over the long

term fluctuations between sea level and wind stress are highly corre-

lated. Charleston and Southbeach had the highest correlations for

the three full period studies.

The seasonal correlations for sea level show that the highest

correlations are during the winter. The seasonal wind stress corre-

latiorts are highest in winter and spring. They appear to be lowest

in summer and fall, respectively.

The seasonal correlations of sea level and wind stress present

no seasonal pattern. The variation of correlation increases north

to south. At Tofino and Neah Bay, sea. level, and wind stress are

mostly uncorrelated.

Considering the maximum correlations for the seasonal sea

levels, the lags except for a few are positive. This is indicative

that some disturbance or signal is propagating north along the

coast, and is consistent with the theory of internal Kelvin waves or

continental shelf waves (Mooers and Smith, 1968; Ma, 1970). Many of

the maximum correlations have a lag of one day.

The maximum correlations and their lags for the seasonal wind

stress also suggest that the weather systems propagate a distur-

bance. This time the disturbance propagates north to south, with

most lags corresponding to a half a day. An importa.rit aspect of

this may be that sea level not only is a function of local wind

stress, but may also be a response to distant weather. This is what

Miyata and Groves (1971)have stated.
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From Table 9, it is easily seen that there are many maximum

lagged crosscorrelations for the sea level and wind stress at all

locations. Wind stress and sea level generally appear to be best

correlated at a period of 1 day, with wind stress leading sea level.

Panshin (1967) found that the highest correlation for sea level with

the north component of wind stress, wind stress led sea level by

about three days.

Figure 14 shows several interesting points concerning the two-

month correlations of adjusted sea level and of wind stress. The

plots are of the middle five locations paired with Tofino and with

San Francisco.

From the sea level correlation plots for Crescent City, it can

be seen that Crescent City is highly correlated (relatively speaking)

with San Francisco throughout the period. With Tofino, Crescent

City is not highly correlated during the summer months. The wind

stress correlations show that Crescent City is more highly correlated

with San Francisco than with Tofino. However, Crescent City was

more highly correlated with Tofino sea level during several of the

winter months.

The remainder of the sea level plots all show that the locations

are more highly correlated with Tofino thaii with San Francisco

throughout the period. The wind stress plots show that for

Charleston the higher correlation alternates between Tofirio and San

Francisco, with no distinct seasonality. The Southbeach wind stress,

though having a few crossovers where it is more highly correlated
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with San Francisco, is generally more highly correlated with Tofino

Toke Point and Neah Bay wind stresses are more highly correlated

with Tofino than with San Francisco throughout the period.

Considering the weak correlation between wind stress and sea

level at the northern stations, an interesting conjecture might be

that any disturbance orIginates at the mid-stations and propagates

northward.

From Tables 7 and 8, phase speeds can be calculated of approxi-

mately 800 km/day northward for Tofino - Crescent City sea level,

1300 km/day northward for Tofino - Charleston sea level; and

2500 km/day southward for Tofino - San Francisco wind stress.
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CONCLUSIONS

There appears to be an annual cycle in both the sea level and

wind stress Sea level is higher at the northern locations during the

winter months than it is at the southern stations. The monthly mean

wind stress is northward during the winter and southward during the

spring and summer.

The analysis shots that the sea level and wind stress fluctua-

tions among these seven locations are coherent. The correlation is

a function of location and also has a seasonal variation.

From the analysis of the data, it appears that the region

studied can be separated into regimes. On the basis of the long term

variation, the division can be wade near Charleston and Crescent

City. These stations are near 43°N and 424, respectivey, close to

the often discussed impingement of the West Wind Drift. On the

basis of the short term variations, the separation can also be made

near Crescent City.

For future work, the time period of the study should be length-

ened. An apparent fact from the graphs is that two years of data were

not enough to positively discern periodicity and seasonal cycles.

In addition, one might want to add still more stations, to both

decrease the spacing between locations and increase the range along

the coast.
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